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Abstract

We discuss a process of exploiting a large cor-
pus manually annotated with discourse rela-
tions – the Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0 –
to create a lexicon of Czech discourse connec-
tives (CzeDLex). The data format and the data
structure of the lexicon are based on a study
of similar existing resources and are adapted
for a uniform representation of both primary
(such as in English because, therefore) and
secondary connectives (e.g. for this reason,
this is the reason why). The main principle
adopted for nesting entries in the lexicon is
a discourse-semantic type expressed by the
given connective word, which enables us to
deal with a broad formal variability of connec-
tives. We present a technical solution based on
the (XML-based) Prague Markup Language
that allows for an efficient incorporation of the
lexicon into the family of Prague treebanks –
it can be directly opened and edited in the tree
editor TrEd, processed from the command line
in btred, interlinked with its source corpus and
queried in the PML-Tree Query engine – and
also for interconnecting CzeDLex with exist-
ing lexicons in other languages.

1 Introduction

Recent years witnessed a vivid development of cor-
pora annotated with discourse relations. In connec-
tion with this development, electronic lexicons of
discourse connectives began to be built, although
they are so far much less common. These lexicons
present an important source not only for theoreti-
cal research of text coherence but they may be also

helpful in NLP tasks such as discourse parsing (dis-
ambiguation of connective and non-connective us-
ages, determining the semantic type of discourse re-
lations), machine translation, text generation and in-
formation extraction. This paper presents the pro-
cess of developing an electronic lexicon of Czech
discourse connectives. The chosen approach is in-
spired by existing electronic lexicons – most of
all by DiMLex (Stede, 2002; Scheffler and Stede,
2016), and also by LexConn (Roze et al., 2012),
XML-based inventories of discourse connectives for
German and French, respectively, and it follows the
theoretical framework for designing a lexicon of
discourse connectives outlined in Mı́rovský et al.
(2016b).

The text of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the discourse-annotated treebank
used as the source data for the lexicon, in Sec-
tion 3, the structure of the lexicon and properties of
its entries are described, and CzeDLex is also com-
pared to (mostly) DiMLex. Section 4 describes tech-
nical aspects of the lexicon development, includ-
ing the data format and the automatic extraction of
connective properties from the treebank data, and
also mentions necessary automatic and manual post-
processing steps.

2 Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0

The Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0 is built upon
the data of the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič
et al., 2006; Bejček et al., 2013), which is a richly
annotated corpus with a multilayer annotation of ap-
prox. 50 thousand sentences of Czech journalis-
tic texts. The Prague Dependency Treebank con-
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PDiT 1.0 PDT 3.0 PDiT 2.0
(2012) (2013) (2016)

Primary connectives yes updated updated
Second relations yes updated
Secondary connectives yes

Table 1: Major changes in the annotation of dis-
course relations in various published versions of the
data.

tains morphological information on each token and
two layers of syntactic annotation for each sentence
(shallow and deep structure), both layers are rep-
resented by dependency trees. Besides, there is
an annotation of information structure, coreference,
bridging anaphora and multiword expressions. An-
notation of discourse relations was carried out on top
of deep-syntactic trees (on the so called tectogram-
matical layer, see Example 1 and Figure 1) and cov-
ers relations expressed by a surface-present connec-
tive. A connective is defined as a predicate of a
binary relation opening two positions for two text
spans as its arguments and signalling a semantic or
pragmatic relation between them (compare Prasad
et al., 2008). The set of discourse types is inspired
by the Penn Discourse Treebank 2.0 sense hierarchy
(Prasad et al., 2008) and syntactico-semantic labels
used for representation of compound sentences on
the tectogrammatical layer (the complete set can be
found in Zikánová et al., 2015). The annotation re-
flects a division of connectives into primary and sec-
ondary ones (the terms established by Rysová and
Rysová, 2014) and it had two phases – in the first
one, primary connectives (i.e. grammaticalized ex-
pressions such as because or therefore) were cap-
tured, taking into account only those that anchored
relations between arguments containing finite verb
forms (Poláková et al., 2013). The second phase
covered secondary connectives (i.e. not yet fully
grammaticalized phrases with connecting function
such as the reason was or for this reason), involv-
ing also relations with a noun phrase as its argument
(Rysová and Rysová, 2015).

The first version of the annotation of discourse re-
lations in the data of the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank was published in 2012 as the Prague Discourse
Treebank 1.0 (Poláková et al., 2012) and described
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Figure 1: Annotation of discourse relations in
PDiT 2.0. The relations are represented by two or-
ange arrows connecting roots of the arguments. In-
formation about the discourse types and connectives
is given at the starting node of the relations.

in detail in Poláková et al. (2013). An updated ver-
sion of the annotation of discourse relations of the
same data was published in the Prague Dependency
Treebank 3.0 (Bejček et al., 2013), with newly an-
notated second relations (see Example 1) and newly
added rhematizers as parts of connectives (the up-
dates were reported in Mı́rovský et al., 2014). A
detailed study dedicated to different aspects of dis-
course relations and coherence in Czech, elaborat-
ing on various types of annotations of discourse-
related phenomena in the data of the Prague De-
pendency Treebank, can be found in Zikánová et al.
(2015). The most recent version of the anno-
tated data, published as the Prague Discourse Tree-
bank 2.0 (Rysová et al., 2016), newly brings anno-
tation of discourse relations marked by secondary
connectives. This last version of the annotations
was used as the source data in the development of
CzeDLex, as reported in the present paper. Table 1
summarizes the most significant changes of the an-
notation of discourse relations in various versions of
the published data.

Example 1 offers an illustration of discourse rela-
tions annotated in PDiT 2.0. It contains two intra-
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sentential discourse relations – a disjunctive alter-
native expressed by the connective nebo [or], and
a gradation expressed by the connective dokonce
[even]; the tectogrammatical tree of the relevant part
of the sentence, along with the discourse annotation,
is depicted in Figure 1.

(1) Občané, kteřı́ v sebeobraně poškodili zdravı́
útočnı́ka nebo ho dokonce zabili, bývajı́
za své jednánı́ často nespravedlivě stı́háni.
(PDiT 2.0)

[Lit.: Citizens who in self-defence harmed
health of the attacker or even killed him, are
often unfairly prosecuted for their actions.]

3 Theoretical Issues

In this section, we first briefly compare our approach
to the principles of development of related lexicons
and then we provide a list of connective properties in
CzeDLex, accompanied by description of necessary
modifications made due to practical issues.

3.1 Inspiration from Other Lexicons
In the initial phase of the lexicon development, we
kept in mind to be theoretically and technically as
close to existing electronic lexicons of connectives
as possible for the purposes of future lexicon link-
ing and usability for translation. As stated ear-
lier, the main source of inspiration was the Ger-
man machine-readable Lexicon of Discourse Mark-
ers, DiMLex, developed since 1998 (Stede and Um-
bach, 1998) and continuously enhanced (DimLex 2,
Scheffler and Stede, 2016). Like DiMLex, CzeDLex
is encoded in XML (see Section 4.1 below), cov-
ers the part-of-speech, syntactic and semantic prop-
erties of the items described. Semantic properties
are described via similar frameworks – a variant of
the PDTB sense taxonomy (the PDTB version 3 for
DiMLex versus Prague adjustments of the PDTB
version 2.0 for CzeDLex). The core of the cate-
gory of discourse connectives/markers is determined
quite in agreement, although independently: DiM-
Lex adopts the definition from Pasch et al. (2003),
CzeDLex is inspired by the definition in the PDTB
(see Section 2). Items covered in DiMLex include
also several prepositions, or, more precisely, adpo-
sitions (-halber, um ... Willen), which is so far not
the case for CzeDLex. In contrast, CzeDLex cov-

ers also some frequent secondary discourse connec-
tives (similar to the “AltLex” category in the PDTB
approach). Inclusion of both these groups of ex-
pressions in electronic inventories is quite a novel
approach and can support further research on con-
nectives in different languages and lexicographic
projects. Nesting of lexicon entries in DiMLex fol-
lows the syntactic category of discourse markers.
CzeDLex is structured differently, according to the
discourse types (senses) of each lemma, see Sec-
tion 3.2. The latter approach is also taken in the lex-
icon of French connectives, LexConn (Roze et al.,
2012).

3.2 List of Connective Properties in CzeDLex

As PDiT 2.0 covers annotation both of primary
and secondary connectives, CzeDLex contains both
these groups. These two types of connectives differ
lexico-syntactically as well as semantically and thus
the linguistic information in the entries varies in sev-
eral aspects. We first describe an entry of a primary
connective and then for a secondary connective.

The theoretical basis of the structure of the
lexicon entries and their properties has been
adopted from the theoretical framework developed
in Mı́rovský et al. (2016b). The entries in CzeDLex
are structured according to a two-level nesting prin-
ciple. On the first level, entries are nested accord-
ing to the lemma of a connective. Apart from the
lemma and its approximate English translation, the
level-one entry contains the following linguistic in-
formation:

• type of the connective (primary vs. secondary),
• structure of the connective (whether the con-

nective is single like a [and], ale [but] or com-
plex like i když [even though]),
• variants of the connective (variants may be of

a different kind, cf. stylistic variants like tedy
[so.neutral] vs. teda [so.informal] or ortho-
graphic variants like protože vs. proto, že,
both meaning [because] or inflection variants,
e.g. the form čehož is the second case form
of the connective with the first case form což
[which]),
• connective usages – a list of level-two entries

representing semantico-pragmatic relations the
connective expresses and their properties,
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• non-connective usages – another list of level-
two entries, representing contexts where the
lemma does not function as a discourse con-
nective (e.g. “mum and dad”).

Level-two nesting for primary connectives reflects
the discourse-semantic types (condition, opposition
etc.).1 It is the lemma in combination with the dis-
course type, not the lemma alone, which allows for
searching for the connective’s counterparts in trans-
lation and lexicon linkage. Entries for the individual
semantic types of a connective (called “usages” in
the data structure) then contain the following pieces
of information:

• semantic type of the discourse relation (condi-
tion, opposition etc.),
• gloss (an explanatory Czech synonym),
• English translation,
• part of speech of the connective,
• argument semantics (for asymmetric relations

like reason–result, it is necessary to deter-
mine whether the argument syntactically as-
sociated with the connective expresses reason
(e.g. protože [because]) or result (e.g. proto
[therefore])),
• ordering , i.e. position of the argument syntacti-

cally associated with the connective in relation
to the other (external) argument (e.g. Czech co-
ordinating conjunctions, adverbs and particles
are placed in the linearly second argument),
• integration, i.e. placement of a connective in an

argument (e.g. Czech subordinating conjunc-
tions are placed at the beginning of a clause),2

• list of the connective modifications (a modified
connective contains an expression further spec-
ifying the relation, e.g. hlavně protože [mainly
because]),
• list of complex connectives containing the

given connective (a complex connective con-
tains two or more connective words like a proto
[and therefore]),
• examples from PDiT (i.e. a context for the

given discourse relation) and their English
translations,

1 Level-two nesting of non-connective usages is based on
the part of speech of the lemma.

2 The names of the elements ordering and integration are
taken from DiMLex.

• is rare (set to ‘1’ for rare usages),
• register (formal, neutral, informal).

An entry for a secondary connective contains sev-
eral modifications. On level one of the lexicon struc-
ture, entries are nested according to the lemma of the
core word for a secondary connective (core words
are words such as důvod [reason] in z tohoto důvodu
[for this reason], to je důvod, proč [that is the rea-
son why] etc., or podmı́nka [condition] in podmı́nkou
bylo [the condition was], za těchto podmı́nek [under
these conditions]). A level-two entry then contains
the following properties (we list here the additional
properties assigned only to the secondary connec-
tives).

• syntactic characteristics of the structure (e.g. z
tohoto důvodu [for this reason] is a preposi-
tional phrase),
• dependency scheme (general pattern) for each

structure (e.g. z tohoto důvodu [for this reason]
= “z ((anaph. Atr) důvod.2)”, i.e. a preposition
z [for] plus an anaphoric attribute and the word
důvod [reason] in genitive),
• realizations of the dependency scheme (e.g.

z tohoto důvodu [for this reason], z daných
důvodů [for the given reasons], z uvedených
důvodů [for the stated reasons]).

3.3 Unifying Changes

The theoretically pure data schema of the lexicon
(described shortly above) was slightly modified in
the implementation of the lexicon in several aspects,
making it more suitable for practical use. The most
important changes involved:

(i) On the second level of the lexicon structure, the
secondary connectives are nested not only according
to the discourse type they express, but also accord-
ing to the syntactic structure of similar surface real-
izations of the connective. A purer solution would
result in a three-level hierarchy for the secondary
connectives. This more practical solution keeps the
data structure almost identical for the primary and
secondary connectives.

(ii) The part of speech of the secondary connec-
tives (their core words) should be on the first level,
as it cannot differ in various connective or non-
connective usages. On the other hand, the part of
speech of a primary connective word can be differ-
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ent (at least for connective vs. non-connective us-
ages), and therefore it has to be placed at the sec-
ond level. For unification reasons, the part of speech
was placed at the second level also for the secondary
connectives.

The positive impact of these modifications be-
comes probably most evident in querying the lex-
icon, significantly simplifying queries concerning
both the primary and secondary connectives (we
mention a querying tool later in Section 4.1).

4 Practical Implementation

This section describes the practical implementa-
tion of the lexicon in the Prague Markup Language
framework (PML, see below) and advantages this
choice brings. Two short examples show in detail
how the data format looks like, to demonstrate a rel-
ative ease of using the PML formalism and possibly
encourage others to use it in their practical research.
We also shortly describe technical steps in the pro-
cess of extracting the lexicon from the Prague Dis-
course Treebank and mention a few post-processing
steps needed to improve the quality of the final data,
and connective properties that need to be inserted
into the lexicon manually.

4.1 Prague Markup Language

The primary format used for the Prague Dependency
Treebank since version 2.0 is called the Prague
Markup Language (PML, Hana and Štěpánek,
2012).3 It is an abstract XML-based format de-
signed for annotation of linguistic corpora, espe-
cially treebanks. It is completely independent of a
particular annotation schema and can capture sim-
ple linear annotations as well as annotations with
one or more richly structured interconnected anno-
tation layers, dependency or constituency trees. The
PML format has since been used for many other
treebanks, most importantly the Prague Discourse
Treebank but also the Prague Czech-English Depen-
dency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2012), all treebanks
in the HamleDT project (Zeman et al., 2015), and
many others.

Representing data in the PML format immedi-
ately brings the following advantages:4

3 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/jazz/PML/
4 And, of course, as the PML format is technically an XML,

• The data can be browsed and edited in TrEd,
a fully customizable tree editor (Pajas and
Štěpánek, 2008). TrEd is written in Perl and
can be easily customized to a desired purpose
by extensions that are included in the system as
modules.5

• The data can be processed using scripts written
in btred – a command line version of TrEd.
• The data can be searched in the PML-TQ

(Prague Markup Language–Tree Query, Pa-
jas and Štěpánek, 2009), a powerful, yet user
friendly, graphically oriented system for query-
ing linguistically annotated treebanks.

The listing in Figure 2 is a short example
from the PML-schema for CzeDLex, i.e. from
the definition of the format of the lexicon data
in the PML, namely a definition of the for-
mat for level-one entries (the lemmas). No-
tice the declarations of roles (role="#NODE",
role="#CHILDNODES", lines 2 and 9), defining
which data structures should be understood (i.e. rep-
resented) as tree nodes, and also the declaration of
the identifier role (role="#ID", line 3), defining
which element should be understood as the key for
the records.

The following example shows the respective part
of the resulting lexicon entry for the connective tedy
[therefore]:

<lemma id="l-tedy" pdt count="576">
(a level-one entry)

<text>tedy</text> (the lemma itself)
<type>primary</type> (vs. secondary)
<struct>single</struct>

(vs. complex)
<variants>
<variant register="informal"

pdt_count="1">
teda (an informal variant)

</variant>
</variants>

<usages>
(lists of connective and
non-connective usages)

</usages>

</lemma>

any general XML tool can be used for the data as well.
5 Such a module was used also for the annotation of dis-

course relations in the PDT, see Mı́rovský et al. (2010).
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01 <type name="c-lemma.type">
02 <structure role="#NODE">
03 <member as attribute="1" name="id" role="#ID" required="1">

<cdata format="ID"/></member>
04 <member as_attribute="1" name="pdt count">

<cdata format="nonNegativeInteger"/></member>
05 <member name="text" required="1"><cdata format="any"/></member>
06 <member name="type" type="c-type.type"/>
07 <member name="struct" type="c-struct.type"/>
08 <member name="variants" type="c-variants.type"/>
09 <member name="usages" type="c-usages-all.type" role="#CHILDNODES"/>
10 </structure>
11 </type>

Figure 2: A small piece from the PML-schema for CzeDLex, defining the data structure for the level-one
entry – a lemma.

Similar type definitions need to be provided for
all other parts of the lexicon data structure, i.e.
for the types referred to in Figure 2 (such as
type="c-variants.type", line 6) and all
other data types needed in the lexicon.

Figure 3 shows the lexicon loaded in the tree
editor TrEd, allowing an annotator to make man-
ual changes in the data. It displays an entry for
the lemma tedy [so], with an opened dialog win-
dow for editing the connective usage representing
the discourse type reason–result, and a roll-down
list of available options for the value of the ele-
ment arg semantics. Individual lemmas (level-
one entries), lists of connective usages, lists of non-
connective usages, and individual usages (level-two
entries) are represented by tree nodes.

Using the PML for the lexicon CzeDLex brings,
apart from the three advantages named above, an-
other possibility – the lexicon can be easily inter-
linked with the source data, i.e. the Prague Dis-
course Treebank, by adding identifiers of the lexi-
con entries to the respective places in the treebank,
using so called PML references. The query system
PML-TQ then allows for incorporating information
both from the treebank and the lexicon into a sin-
gle query, allowing – for example – to search for all
discourse relations in the treebank with connectives
that have the ability to express (in different contexts)
more than 2 different discourse types (senses).6

6 See Mı́rovský et al. (2014) and Mı́rovský et al. (2016a)
for examples of using the PML-TQ for searching in discourse-
annotated treebanks (PDT 3.0 and PDTB 2.0, respectively).

4.2 Data Extraction

The automatic extraction of the lexicon entries from
the data of the Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0
(PDiT) was implemented in btred, a command line
version of the tree editor TrEd. As an input, it used
lists of lemmas accompanied by lists of variants,
complex forms and modifications, which were cre-
ated manually from the list of all connectives anno-
tated in PDiT. In this all-connective list, each dif-
ferent string of words (e.g. ale [but] vs. ale zároveň
[but at the same time] vs. ale také [but also]) formed
a separate item. Primary and secondary connectives
were distinguished automatically (in over 20 thou-
sand annotated discourse relations in the treebank,
there were approx. 700 different items for primary
connectives and 350 for the secondary ones). Then,
starting from the most frequent single connectives as
lemmas, their variants, complex forms and modifica-
tions possibly belonging together under this lemma
were selected manually from this all-connective list.

Based on this material, the script processed the
whole data of PDiT, found all occurrences of the
lemmas (and their variants etc.) and sorted them
into the lexicon according to their type of usage
(connective vs. non-connective) and the discourse
type of the relations (or the part of speech for non-
connective usages). For each usage, the part of
speeach was automatically set and a number of the
shortest examples were collected (the annotators
later chose the most suitable ones and added their
English translations). For each connective usage,
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Figure 3: CzeDLex opened in the tree editor TrEd.

in moste cases, the argument semantics and order-
ing were assigned according to the orientation of
the discourse arrow and position of the connective
in an argument. Numbers of occurrences in PDiT
were added to all individual variants, complex forms
and modifications, as well as to connective and non-
connective usages (level-two entries) and the whole
lemmas (level-one entries).

After the lexicon was extracted from the anno-
tated treebank, a few automatic or semi-automatic
post-processing and data validity checking steps
were performed. All counts of appearances of var-
ious lexicon data structures in the source treebank
data have been checked (e.g. if counts of individual
connectives sum up to counts of the usages and the
lemmas). Another important verifying step checked
for each complex form (e.g. ale také [but also]) that
its basic lemma (the respective level-one entry, say
ale [but]) appeared in the treebank with the same
discourse type. If not, the complex form was re-
moved from that lemma (being for the moment left

as a complex form of the other lemma forming the
complex form, in our case také [also]). If the com-
plex form was by this process removed from all its
basic lemmas, a new level-one entry for this com-
plex form was created, with the value complex in
the element struct.

Several properties required manual work, as the
treebank data either did not contain this information
at all (English translations, Czech synonyms, reg-
ister, rareness, constituency-based syntactic charac-
teristics of secondary connectives, structure) or the
data were not big enough to cover all existing possi-
bilities (integration, dependency scheme, sometimes
ordering).

5 Conclusion

We presented the development process and imple-
mentation of an electronic lexicon of discourse con-
nectives in Czech (CzeDLex). First, theoretical lex-
icographic aspects of building a lexicon for both
primary and secondary connectives were addressed.
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Second, the practical approach was discussed, start-
ing with the description of the data format used –
the Prague Markup Language – and advantages this
choice brings. We followed by an elaboration on the
actual process of exploiting the Prague Discourse
Treebank 2.0 – a large corpus manually annotated
with discourse relations – to build the raw basis of
the lexicon, with subsequent automatic and manual
checks, corrections and additions. To make the lex-
icon readable for non-Czech speakers, all names of
elements, attributes and their values (with the obvi-
ous exception of Czech word entries and Czech cor-
pus examples) are in English. In addition, each entry
in Czech was supplemented by its English transla-
tion, including all corpus examples.

The first version of CzeDLex will be published
this year in the Lindat/Clarin repository7 under the
Creative Commons license. It will cover an essential
part of the connectives used in the Prague Discourse
Treebank 2.0.8 The second version of CzeDLex,
planned to be published next year, will cover all con-
nectives annotated in the treebank.
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